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Armed with a [legal] determination that effectively says campus anti-Zionism is antisemitism, these professors will correctly see themselves at risk when they ask their students to read and digest materials deemed anti-Zionist, whether the writings of leading 20th century Jewish thinkers who were skeptical of Zionism, such as Hannah Arendt and Martin Buber, or of contemporary Palestinians. [...]

My fear is, if we similarly enshrine this definition into law, outside groups will try and suppress — rather than answer — political speech they don't like. The academy, Jewish students, and faculty teaching about Jewish issues, will all suffer.

**Testimony of Kenneth Stern, original author of the text adopted for the IHRA Working Definition of Antisemitism**, given before the United States House of Representatives Committee on the Judiciary Hearing on Examining Anti-Semitism on College Campuses, November 7, 2017
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Antisemitism is a form of racism and as such must be opposed on general anti-racist principles, in solidarity with other anti-racist struggles and in concert with the principles of human rights and equality for all. Unfortunately, both the government of Israel and Zionist groups the world over are using society’s legitimate concern about antisemitism to redefine it to include criticism of Israel and the Zionist ideology behind it. Their goal is to suppress — and even criminalize — criticism of Israel and support for Palestinian rights. Indeed, according to a recent survey, almost half of Canadian Jews believe that accusations of antisemitism are “often used to silence legitimate criticism of Israeli policies.”

One of the primary vehicles that Israel and its supporters are using to equate criticism of Israel with antisemitism is the International Holocaust Remembrance Alliance Working Definition of Antisemitism (IHRA-WDA). An international campaign is currently underway to have this definition adopted by national and subnational governments and legislatures, as well as by universities and other public institutions.

The IHRA-WDA was originally developed (but never formally adopted) by the European Monitoring Centre on Racism and Xenophobia (EUMC) to provide a common set of guidelines for researchers, agencies and governments monitoring incidents of antisemitism in Europe. It was authored by American attorney Kenneth Stern as a discussion paper and ad hoc guide for researchers and statisticians.

The IHRA adopted Stern’s definition quickly and with no debate. It was subsequently picked up by the government of Israel and other Zionist organizations because it was a handy cudgel — with the imprimatur of the IHRA, an organization whose mandate is Holocaust education and memorialization — with which to beat back criticism of Israel, anti-Zionist and Palestinian rights discourses, and the Boycott, Divestment and Sanctions (BDS) movement. Zionist organizations and their allies are now working to give the IHRA-WDA legal and administrative power, something it was never intended to have and for which it is totally unfit.

In Canada, the Centre for Israel and Jewish Affairs (CIJA) is lobbying to have the IHRA-WDA adopted by all levels of government and included as part of all university codes of conduct. It is also working to “educate” police as to the nature of “the new antisemitism” using the IHRA-WDA.

The IHRA-WDA is a deeply flawed document. It fails to provide an adequate objective standard that can be used to identify antisemitic incidents and/or antisemitic speech. It is insufficiently precise for legal and administrative uses, and its adoption for this purpose by Zionist lobby groups is opportunistic. Even Kenneth Stern has strongly opposed its use as a
legal or administrative definition of antisemitism. He has warned that such a use will be a threat to both academic freedom and freedom of expression in general.

The actual definition of antisemitism embedded within the IHRA-WDA is so vague and tautological as to be almost meaningless, and it provides virtually no help in deciding if a particular incident is or is not antisemitic. The numerous examples, which make up the bulk of the definition, are poorly crafted from a legal/administrative point of view, as they are completely context-reliant. In the fine print, the IHRA-WDA actually admits that its examples do not describe definitive incidents of antisemitism, just that they might be antisemitism. Unfortunately, the examples are being taken up by advocates for the IHRA-WDA as absolute litmus tests.

Thus, on its own terms, the IHRA-WDA is not fit as a tool to adjudicate whether an incident is or is not antisemitic. It certainly should not be used as the basis of any formal condemnation or sanction. Yet this is precisely what is being proposed and how it is already being used. If the IHRA-WDA is formally adopted, as CIJA urges, those who voice legitimate opposition to Israel’s policies toward the Palestinians will be prevented from speaking or punished if they do speak.1

All this should be enough reason to reject the IHRA-WDA for any legal, quasi-legal, or administrative purpose, even if it was being presented as a good faith effort to educate about and fight against antisemitism. But it is not being presented in good faith. Its pro-Israel agenda is clear. Seven of its eleven examples label criticism of Israel or Zionism as antisemitic. CIJA states in its own press releases that adoption of the IHRA-WDA is part of its campaign to fight the “new antisemitism” wherein Zionism is an essential and core Jewish tenet, and trenchant critiques of Israeli policies are motivated by antisemitism rather than a legitimate concern for Palestinians or for human rights.

Ultimately, the IHRA-WDA is a poor definition of antisemitism. The primary goal of those promoting it — and we fear its actual effect if it is adopted — is to ban or criminalize criticism of both Israel and Zionism, along with support for Palestinian rights. As such it represents a threat to the struggle for justice and human rights in Israel-Palestine, as well as to academic freedom, freedom of expression and the right to protest.

Antisemitism is a real problem and must be fought in all its forms. But this is not the way. The fight against antisemitism is inseparable from the struggles against racism, xenophobia and hatred of ethnic and religious groups. The fight against antisemitism must be joined to the struggle for equality and human rights for all people in Canada, in Israel-Palestine and around the world. We urge readers of this report to join us in opposing the adoption of the IHRA-WDA by Canadian governments, universities, police and other authorities.

1 For examples of how the IHRA-WDA is being used and is planned to be used to suppress advocacy for Palestinian rights and/or criticism of Israel, see Appendix B.
INTRODUCTION

Independent Jewish Voices Canada (IJV) defines antisemitism as hostility, prejudice, or discrimination against Jews because they are Jews. Modern antisemitism encompasses many, often contradictory ideas, but at its root it is an ideology that views the entire Jewish people as a single demonic collective, acting in harmony in a conspiracy to subvert others, usually in order to gain profit. We are painfully aware of the evils of antisemitism, especially in Christian Europe, and its ultimate horrific expression in the Holocaust. Many of us lost family members in that genocide. Some of our members are themselves Holocaust survivors.

Moreover, recent events in Europe as well as the U.S., where 12 Jewish congregants at the Tree of Life Synagogue were murdered by a white supremacist shouting antisemitic slogans, provide unwelcome evidence that this age-old scourge is still with us, and indeed has been worsening in the past few years.

IJV is active in the struggle against antisemitism. In fighting antisemitism, we emphasize that we reject all forms of racism and oppression. We believe that antisemitism is a type of racism that is intimately tied to other forms of racism, and that antisemitism increases when racism, xenophobia and intolerance of all sorts are on the rise. We are committed to realizing the goal of “Never again,” ensuring that it means “Never again — for anyone.” For these reasons, we believe that the battle against antisemitism is actually undermined when opposition to Israel’s oppression of the Palestinians is branded antisemitic.

We insist that it is not antisemitic to oppose oppressive Israeli policies or to support resistance to that oppression in solidarity with the Palestinians, such as heeding Palestinian civil society’s call to support the Boycott, Divestment, and Sanctions (BDS) movement, whose purpose is to pressure Israel to abide by international law and respect Palestinians’ human rights. Like many other Jews, we see it as our moral responsibility to challenge the legitimacy of a situation in which a modern state discriminates against Palestinians and non-Jews using overwhelming political, economic, and military power to oppress them.

Recently, the Israeli government and Israel advocacy organizations such as the Centre for Israel Affairs (CIA) and B’nai Brith Canada have been attempting to exploit concern about antisemitism by redefining antisemitism to include criticism of Israel and of the Zionist ideology that impels it. Their purpose is to deflect and ultimately delegitimize criticism of Israel’s treatment of the Palestinians. To see how misguided this strategy is, note that, according to a recent survey, approximately 60 percent of Canadian Jews do not see criticism of Israel as necessarily antisemitic, and almost half (48 percent) believe that accusations of antisemitism are “often used to silence legitimate criticism of Israeli policies”.

---

One of the recent and most dangerous manifestations of this manipulative strategy of equating criticism of Israel and anti-Zionism with antisemitism is the recommendation that governments and institutions adopt the International Holocaust Remembrance Alliance Working Definition of Antisemitism (IHRA-WDA). This is ultimately an attempt to render criticism of Israel or participation in BDS-related activity illegal and/or generate support for censorship.

Labelling critics of Israel’s laws, policies or actions as antisemites is designed to divert attention from the fact that Israel is an oppressive military superpower that is occupying Palestinian lands and subjecting Palestinian citizens of Israel to a range of discriminatory laws. Fabricated charges of antisemitism serve to shut down all debate regarding Israel by perpetuating the myth that Israel, and by extension Jews in general, are in existential danger. Similarly, labelling Palestinian rights supporters as antisemitic a priori disqualifies and invalidates their claims. Both these false charges of antisemitism imperil any possibilities for peace and justice in Israel-Palestine.

In the September 7, 2018 CIJA electronic newsletter, CIJA Chair David J. Cape announced that

> We are launching a national campaign to have government and police adopt the International Holocaust Remembrance Alliance (IHRA) definition of antisemitism [...] because it explicitly confirms that anti-Zionism is antisemitism. [Emphasis added.]

Included in the organization’s 2018 Federal Issues Guide is the recommendation that

> [t]he Government of Canada and relevant departments and agencies should adopt the International Holocaust Remembrance Alliance (IHRA) definition of antisemitism for domestic Canadian purposes.⁴

CIJA’s goal is to have the definition written into Canadian federal, provincial and municipal law, as well as university and other administrative policies, to serve as a criteria by which to censor or punish Canadian advocates and organizations supportive of Palestinian rights. However, the IHRA definition was not developed for this purpose. It was not originally designed as a legal or administrative guideline and, as a result, it is open to highly subjective interpretations. Furthermore, the examples it provides — which make up the bulk of this “definition” — frequently condemn “anti-Israel advocacy” while largely ignoring more traditional and truly dangerous forms of antisemitism. In short, the IHRA definition is not fit to be used as any sort of legal or quasi-legal document.

Kenneth Stern, the American attorney who originally drafted the IHRA-WDA, has condemned the way it is now being used to curb freedom of speech: He has asserted that his definition is being used for an entirely different purpose from that for which it was

---

³ Israel’s advocates have used the charge of antisemitism to attack a variety of groups supportive of Palestinian human rights, including (among others) the World Conference Against Racism, Black Lives Matter, the Women’s March, the Green Party of Canada, the Canadian Federation of Students, the British Labour Party, and the 2016 World Social Forum.

designed. Originally created as a draft “working definition” to help standardize data collection on antisemitic hate crimes in different countries of Europe (and never even officially adopted as such), it is now being used by Israel and its supporters to curb the exercise of free speech by those who extend solidarity to Palestinians. Even worse, the use of this definition threatens academic freedom, freedom of expression, and freedom of protest.

In South Carolina, where the State Legislature recently passed a bill that would require colleges to apply the IHRA-WDA when deciding whether an incident or speech violates anti-discrimination policies and necessitates penalties, Jewish Studies professors have come out against the bill saying it would curb academic freedom, require them to update existing courses, and put a chill on academic and political discussion.

It is important to fight antisemitism in all its forms and wherever it appears. But adoption of the IHRA-WDA is not the way. Rather it is more important than ever that we extend our hand in solidarity and forge alliances of mutual support with targets of oppression everywhere, including Palestinians. We must also reject attempts to delegitimize or criminalize those engaged in this necessary solidarity work. We must oppose all attempts to have the IHRA-WDA adopted by legislative, legal and administrative bodies in Canada and worldwide.

---

5 [https://www.postandcourier.com/s-c-anti-semitism-bill-issn-t-needed/article_f17d607e-29e5-11e7-b4a7-a3503f3dc38.html?fbclid=IwAR1h_XH90VDSGIIf1wILyRIKSK9DVMHkOPlZKe3HhY-g-9oUpvMAR7b7sCUpI](https://www.postandcourier.com/s-c-anti-semitism-bill-issn-t-needed/article_f17d607e-29e5-11e7-b4a7-a3503f3dc38.html?fbclid=IwAR1h_XH90VDSGIIf1wILyRIKSK9DVMHkOPlZKe3HhY-g-9oUpvMAR7b7sCUpI)


7 [https://www.postandcourier.com/opinion/commentary/anti-semitism-bill-would-suppress-open-discussion-on-israel/article_7c313266-2f97-11e7-8fe3-c7aece5e7e4f.html?fbclid=IwAR20nFWN7LYAUZbIo74dc1Gz246yovrWThylo6Q4JG2aXItMn1pzdBv2w](https://www.postandcourier.com/opinion/commentary/anti-semitism-bill-would-suppress-open-discussion-on-israel/article_7c313266-2f97-11e7-8fe3-c7aece5e7e4f.html?fbclid=IwAR20nFWN7LYAUZbIo74dc1Gz246yovrWThylo6Q4JG2aXItMn1pzdBv2w)
BACKGROUND

The IHRA-WDA has received considerable attention since it was first released in 2016. In particular it has been adopted by many Jewish and Zionist groups that have lobbied for it to become the accepted definition worldwide, and be used as a legal or quasi-legal standard in determining what is and what is not antisemitic speech and behaviour. Largely due to such lobbying, as well as calls by the IHRA itself, the IHRA-WDA has been adopted by Israel and several European nations.

The IHRA-WDA has its roots in a working definition of antisemitism first published by the European Monitoring Centre on Racism and Xenophobia (EUMC) based on work done in 2003-2005. The purpose of the definition was to provide a common set of guidelines for researchers, agencies and governments monitoring incidents of antisemitism in Europe. It was meant as a discussion paper and ad hoc guide to researchers and statisticians, and its goal was that all parties involved in monitoring antisemitism would reach consensus regarding how to define antisemitic incidents.

The primary author of the definition, Kenneth Stern — at the time a lawyer working on behalf of the American Jewish Committee, and currently director of the Bard Center for the Study of Hate — has stated that the definition was created

\[\textit{as a tool for data collectors in European countries to identify what to include and exclude from their reports about antisemitism, and to have a common frame of reference so that data might be compared across borders.}^{8}\]

Stern continues to promote the definition for this purpose. But he strongly opposes its use as a legal definition. He has opposed efforts to enshrine it in legislation and wrote a letter in December 2016 to members of the U.S. Congress warning that giving the definition legal status would be "unconstitutional and unwise." Earlier, in 2011, he co-authored an article about how the “Working Definition" was being abused in U.S. Title VI cases (barring discrimination based on religion or national origin).\(^9\)In November 2017, Stern explained to the U.S. House of Representatives how the definition has been abused on various U.S. university campuses. He warned that it has been used to "restrict academic freedom and punish political speech" and questioned whether definitions created by minority groups should be legislatively enshrined:

\[\textit{Imagine a definition designed for Palestinians. If } \text{"Denying the Jewish people their right to self-determination, and denying Israel the right to exist" is antisemitism, then shouldn't "Denying the Palestinian people their right to self-determination, and denying Palestine the right to exist" be anti-Palestinianism? Would they then ask administrators to police and possibly punish campus events by pro-Israel groups who oppose the two-state solution, or claim the Palestinian people are a myth?}^{10}\]

---

8 https://jewishjournal.com/opinion/175207/


10 https://docs.house.gov/meetings/JU/JU00/20171107/106610/HHRG-115-JU00-Wstate-SternK-20171107.pdf?fbclid=IwAR1kex704Ha0g7vOnpTlkEXBrT6A0RKK6GUp6IMYbz44NqzwuUs2Q17jnu
Despite Stern’s continued support of the WDA as a research and monitoring tool, not all members of the EUMC agreed. The **WDA was widely criticized and controversial at the time, even as a research and monitoring tool, and the EUMC never formally adopted it.** The EUMC stated that the definition was only posted on its website as a basis for discussion. The EUMC was disbanded in 2007, and its successor organization, the European Union Agency for Fundamental Rights (FRA), removed the definition from its website in “a clear-out of non-official documents”; a spokesperson stated at the time that “We are not aware of any official definition [of anti-Semitism]”.11

In 2010, the international “Inter-parliamentary Coalition for Combating Antisemitism (ICCA)”12 met in Ottawa and issued the Ottawa Protocol, that among other things called

> ... on parliaments and governments to adopt the EUMC working definition and anchor its enforcement in existing law.13

This appears to be the first time that the WDA was conceived of as a legal definition to be used by law enforcement.

In May of 2016, the IHRA met in Bucharest, Romania and adopted the then-dormant EUMC definition of antisemitism as a “non-legally binding working definition of anti-Semitism.” According to Mark Weitzman of the Simon Wiesenthal Centre, it was copied from the EUMC version since “there was not enough time to invent a new one.”14 The decision was taken by consensus amongst IHRA’s 31-member country delegates meeting in Bucharest. The intended purpose of the definition was not clearly stated other than “to help the IHRA in its ongoing work.”15

**It should be noted that the IHRA’s primary mandate is Holocaust education and research.** On its website it states:

*The International Holocaust Remembrance Alliance unites governments and experts to strengthen, advance and promote Holocaust education, research and remembrance and to uphold the commitments to the 2000 Stockholm Declaration.*

*The IHRA (formerly the Task Force for International Cooperation on Holocaust Education, Remembrance and Research, or ITF) was initiated in 1998 by former Swedish Prime Minister Göran Persson. Today the IHRA’s membership consists of 31 member countries, each of whom recognizes that international political coordination is imperative to strengthen the moral commitment of societies and to combat growing Holocaust denial and antisemitism. The IHRA’s network of trusted experts shares their knowledge on early warning signs of present-day genocide and education on the Holocaust. This knowledge supports policymakers and educational multipliers in their efforts to develop effective curricula, and it informs government officials and NGOs*

---

12 It should be noted that the ICCA was a group of self-appointed parliamentarians working in coordination with/sponsorship of the B’nai Brith Anti-Defamation League (ADL) and with B’nai Brith International. They appear to have had only two international meetings: in London in 2009 and in Ottawa in 2010. They appear to no longer be active, and their last publication appears to be in 2013.
Adoption of the IHRA-WDA has not been without controversy. Many critics claim that it may be used — or that its primary purpose is — to stifle legitimate criticism of Israel and/or Zionism. In 2016, an all-party committee of the British Parliament warned the government that adoption of the IHRA-WDA could stifle free speech. In its report, the committee wrote:

*We broadly accept the IHRA definition, but propose two additional clarifications to ensure that freedom of speech is maintained in the context of discourse about Israel and Palestine, without allowing antisemitism to permeate any debate. The definition should be amended to add the following caveats: 'It is not antisemitic to criticize the Government of Israel, without additional evidence to suggest antisemitic intent' and 'It is not antisemitic to hold the Israeli Government to the same standards as other liberal democracies, or to take a particular interest in the Israeli Government's policies or actions, without additional evidence to suggest antisemitic intent.* [Emphasis added]

In 2016, the IHRA called on the EU to adopt its definition, and in 2017, the European Parliament called on all European nations to adopt the definition, but without its examples. In December 2018, the European Commission and its Justice and Home Affairs Council adopted the IHRA-WDA, but without its examples and — despite pressure from the Israeli government to make it binding — called for the definition to be used for guidance only.

Several European nations have in fact adopted the definition in full (UK, Austria, Scotland, Romania, Germany and Bulgaria, Lithuania and Macedonia), although its precise legal status is vague and varies from country to country. The U.S. State Department has adopted it for purposes of monitoring foreign incidents of antisemitism. In Canada, the federal government appears to support the IHRA-WDA. In August 2017, in response to an inquiry from Canadian Friends of the Simon Wiesenthal Centre (CFSW), Minister of Canadian Heritage Melanie Joly, wrote:

*Canada strongly supports the working definition of anti-Semitism and the illustrative examples that were adopted by consensus in May 2016.*

Global Affairs Canada states that it currently supports the IHRA-WDA, although it is not clear for what purposes. Their website states:

*As a proud member of IHRA, Canada strongly supports the working definition on antisemitism and illustrative examples which were adopted by consensus in May*

---

16. [https://www.holocaustremembrance.com/about-us](https://www.holocaustremembrance.com/about-us)
In the summer of 2019, Heritage Canada, incorporated the IHRA-WDA as the formal definition of antisemitism within its larger “Anti-Racism Strategy” – general statement of intent of the Canadian government’s goals a policy directions re combatting racism in Canada.

In addition, there is pressure from Zionist groups such as CIJA to have the IHRA-WDA adopted by various levels of government. Their goal is to have it used as the legal definition of antisemitism when invoking Canada’s anti-hate laws, as well as for protection against charges of racism and discrimination under the federal Charter of Rights and various provincial Human Rights Codes. These groups also want the IHRA-WDA to be used by administrators of public institutions, such as universities, in applying their own anti-discrimination policies. As well, they are attempting to “educate” police departments about antisemitism using the IHRA-WDA. In a CIJA position paper regarding the 2018 Ontario municipal elections, they write:

*The Toronto Police Service and York Region Police should adopt the International Holocaust Remembrance Alliance (IHRA) definition of antisemitism. [...] This includes real world examples that help distinguish antisemitic rhetoric from legitimate political discourse. ... By using this practical guide, police will be better positioned to identify and combat hate motivated crimes targeting the Jewish community.*

These efforts are openly focused on including in officially supported and endorsed definitions of antisemitism the “new antisemitism”, i.e. “anti-Israel” and “anti-Zionist” speech and activities. CIJA’s Policy brief on the IHRA-WDA states:

*[The IHRA-WDA] reflects a consensus among scholars that a new type of antisemitism has emerged post-Holocaust, in the form of hatred of Jews presented under the guise of hostility toward Israel and/or Zionism. [...]*

*Today, scholars widely acknowledge* a new form of antisemitism in the form of hatred against Israel, the world’s only Jewish-majority state. Where Jews were once vilified as individuals and a collective, today the Jewish state is vilified by some – often using terminology and conspiracy theories that mirror historic antisemitism. That anti-Zionist ideology and accusations are often presented in the language of human rights does not exempt them from scrutiny; as noted above, antisemitism has always used the highest values of the era as cover for legitimacy.

*To put it in simpler terms, as Martin Luther King Jr. once remarked when responding to a critic of Zionism: “When people criticize Zionists, they mean Jews, you are talking antisemitism.”*

---


23 It is important to note that, contrary to CIJA’s claim, there is no such consensus among scholars regarding either the IHRA-WDA nor CIJA’s thesis that anti-Zionism is the new antisemitism. See for example: https://www.haaretz.com/israel-news/premium-israeli-professors-warn-against-equating-anti-zionism-with-anti-semitism-1.6674309
Of course, many critics of Israel, as well as non- or anti-Zionists both within and outside of the Jewish community, disagree with this theory of the “new antisemitism” that equates all Jews with Zionists, Judaism with Zionism, and all harsh criticism of Israel and/or opposition to Zionism with antisemitism. They also oppose governments and public institutions endorsing the IHRA-WDA, and certainly of having it adopted as a legal or quasi-legal definition of antisemitism.  

It is important to note that, despite the claims of some of its supporters, that the IHRA-WDA is “merely educational” and not meant to be normative or punitive, it has, and continues to be, used to silence and punish those that cross, or even appear to cross, its red-lines. See Appendix B for examples.

The remainder of this document analyzes the IHRA-WDA in order to assess whether it is indeed suited to become the legal or quasi-legal standard by which speech and acts in Canada will be judged to be antisemitic. We believe our analysis will bear out our opinion that it is not.

---

https://www.opendemocracy.net/uk/brian-klug/code-of-conduct-for-antisemitism-tale-of-two-texts
https://www.lrb.co.uk/v39/n09/stephen-sedley/defining-anti-semitism
https://forward.com-opinion/414449/no-bds-is-not-anti-semitic-and-neither-is-ilhan-omar/
STRUCTURE OF THE IHRA-WDA

The IHRA-WDA is reproduced in full in Appendix 1 below. It has four parts:

- A preamble (including the first sentence within the box)
- The definition itself (in bold within the box).
- Examples of antisemitism. This part has its own preamble plus eleven bullet-pointed examples.
- Notes regarding antisemitism and legal/criminal issues. This comprises three sentences regarding when antisemitism might be illegal and/or criminal.

It is unclear whether the examples and notes are meant to be an integral part of the definition, or simply additional materials. At times, different IHRA spokespersons have taken different positions on this issue. Various countries and parties have adopted the definition with and without the examples.
**Detailed Review**

This review will examine the usefulness and appropriateness of the IHRA-WDA as a legal or quasi-legal document that can be used to fairly and accurately identify whether or not incidents or statements are antisemitic.

**The first point that needs to be made is that this definition of antisemitism is poorly worded and awkwardly formatted.** As noted above, it is unclear if the examples are integral to the definition, and what the relationship of the notes on criminality is to the definition and/or the examples. It certainly does not meet the standard of any legal or quasi-legal document that could be used to make determinations re individual cases.

Second, the IHRA-WDA does not base itself on nor draw from nor engage with any of the substantial academic and theoretical work on racism in general, and antisemitism in particular, in the past 70 years. It fails to account for the differences between systemic racism/antisemitism and individual racism/antisemitism, or between beliefs, tropes, speech acts, micro-aggressions, discrimination, property damage and outright personal violence, and the interplay between these.

The rest of this section will analyze the IHRA-WDA section by section, based on the outline above.

**The Preamble**

The preamble states quite clearly that this is a “non-legally binding definition of anti-Semitism.” This excuses its vagueness (see below), but also acknowledges that it is unfit for the purpose now being proposed for it, i.e. serving as the basis for determining, in legal or quasi-legal settings, whether a particular incident is or is not antisemitic.

Furthermore, the preamble calls the rest of the document a “working definition” implying that it is not completely accurate and/or completely finished. Rather, it is just to be used temporarily and for certain purposes (not clearly defined) until a final definition can be arrived at.

**The Definition**

The actual definition reads:

"Antisemitism is a certain perception of Jews, which may be expressed as hatred
toward Jews. Rhetorical and physical manifestations of antisemitism are directed
toward Jewish or non-Jewish individuals and/or their property, toward Jewish
community institutions and religious facilities.”

This is so vague and incomplete that it is hard to disagree with it. **But it is equally useless**
in helping identify particular incidents of antisemitism. What does “a certain
perception of Jews” actually mean? Does it include such things as believing that Jews are
rich? Or smart? Or hard-working? Or that they support Israel? Or that they are secretly
plotting to take over the world? Which of these “perceptions” is antisemitic and which
isn’t? The definition does not tell us.

This is followed by the phrase “which *may* [emphasis added] be expressed as hatred
towards Jews.” And what if hatred is not expressed? Is hatred a necessary component?
And must it be expressed? What if it is kept secret and never openly expressed?

And what of discrimination or physical harm that is independent of perceptions and
hatred? What if someone refused to rent an apartment to a Jew, not because they hate Jews,
but because of a (perhaps well founded or perhaps not) fear their other tenants will
complain? The IHRA-WDA gives us no answers.

**This inclusion of “may”, while appropriate for research guidelines and educational**
material, renders useless a definition that is to be used in legal or quasi-legal settings
in order to make determinations about specific incidents.

The second sentence of the definition states that manifestations of antisemitism “are
directed toward Jewish or non-Jewish individuals and/or their property ...” It is hard to
imagine a person or thing that is not included here. And what is meant by “directed
towards”? Is a virulent antisemitic email between two neo-Nazis “directed towards” Jews?
**Thus, the definition, by itself, is too broad and too vague. It is certainly not useful in**
identifying whether any particular incident is, in fact, antisemitic.

**The Examples**
The examples are equally, if not more problematic.

The preamble to the examples states:

*To guide IHRA in its work, the following examples may serve as illustrations:*

*Manifestations might include the targeting of the state of Israel, conceived as a Jewish
collectivity. However, criticism of Israel similar to that levelled against any other
country cannot be regarded as antisemitic. Antisemitism frequently charges Jews with
conspiring to harm humanity, and it is often used to blame Jews for “why things go*
wrong.” It is expressed in speech, writing, visual forms and action, and employs sinister stereotypes and negative character traits.

Contemporary examples of antisemitism in public life, the media, schools, the workplace, and in the religious sphere could, taking into account the overall context, include, but are not limited to …

The first line clearly states that the purpose of the examples is to guide the IHRA in its work, which is presumably educational rather than legal enforcement or even the identification of individual cases. It emphasizes the provisional and tentative nature of these examples by use of the phrase “may serve as illustrations.” Presumably they may also not. And presumably this is not an exhaustive list.

This statement then continues:

“Manifestations might include the targeting of the state of Israel, conceived as a Jewish collectivity.”

Certainly no one can argue that this may be the case. But, by itself this statement is not useful in identifying individual cases of antisemitism. It simply opens up the possibility that antisemitism might take this form, and that some cases of “targeting” the state of Israel might be antisemitism. This sentence does, however, point to the overall agenda of the IHRA-WDA and those promoting it, which is to include criticism of Israel in the definition of antisemitism, thus outlawing such speech.

Indeed, seven of the eleven examples listed following this paragraph relate to Israel, as if anti-Israel criticism was (a) nothing more than antisemitism in disguise and (b) the biggest threat faced by Jews around the world. (It is worth repeating here that the recent shootings in Pittsburgh and San Diego show that it is not.)

Despite these criticisms, this section does proceed to make several valid points. First:

Antisemitism frequently charges Jews with conspiring to harm humanity, and it is often used to blame Jews for “why things go wrong.” It is expressed in speech, writing, visual forms and action, and employs sinister stereotypes and negative character traits.

Unfortunately, few of the examples that follow relate to these aspects of antisemitism, and the single example that does is so poorly worded that it leaves out many current real-life incidents.25

Second, the preamble to the examples points out that

… criticism of Israel similar to that levelled against any other country cannot be regarded as antisemitic.

25 The recent charges leveled by Donald Trump and his supporters that Jewish financier George Soros is responsible for financing the “invaders caravan” from Mexico is one such real-life example. Another example is the recent charge made by a Washington DC councilman that the Rothschilds are controlling the weather. Neither case clearly falls under any of the examples listed, since in neither of these cases was there an explicit generalization to all Jews.
This is correct as far as it goes. The trouble arises in interpretation of cases where Israel’s actions and overall situation are unlike those of any other country. In these cases, any criticism leveled against Israel is necessarily unique. For example, there is no other situation in the world today where a territory and population have been held under military occupation for over 51 years, while the population therein continues to be denied either citizenship or full self-government. Similarly, there is no situation in the world today, other than Israel’s siege of Gaza, where a territory and its people are subject to a crippling open-ended blockade wherein imports, exports and travel are all strictly controlled and limited.

Third, and perhaps most importantly regarding the examples that follow, is the phrase:

Contemporary examples of antisemitism ... could, taking into account the overall context [emphasis added], include, ...

In applying the IHRA-WDA examples of antisemitism to particular cases, context is everything. It is impossible to deny that any of these examples could be manifestations of antisemitism. But it is equally impossible to say that they are necessarily examples of antisemitism. Context is key. This frequently gets forgotten when people try to apply the IHRA-WDA examples to real-life situations. Unfortunately, the IHRA-WDA does not provide sufficient or clear guidance either in analyzing the context or in determining when the context is a mitigating or aggravating factor.

With the above in mind, let us look at the individual examples provided by the IHRA-WDA and try to see if they are unequivocally clear, or if context matters, and if so, how so. Unfortunately, most of the cases are not clear, and there are contexts where they would indeed be manifestations of antisemitism and other contexts where they would not. This dependency on context is the single biggest factor that makes the IHRA-WDA, and its examples in particular, unfit for determining whether or not a particular event is or is not antisemitic.

**INDIVIDUAL EXAMPLES**

**Example 1**

Calling for, aiding, or justifying the killing or harming of Jews in the name of a radical ideology or an extremist view of religion.
Even in this seemingly straightforward example, the language is ambiguous and can allow for differing interpretations. For instance, harming Jews as part of a general policy not aimed at Jews in particular is not antisemitic. (And it is important to note that not all things that are wrong or odious are antisemitic.) So, for instance, if a radical leftist government were to introduce a tax plan that harmed Jews disproportionately because, in that government’s jurisdiction, Jews are mostly in the wealthiest percentiles, that tax policy should not be considered antisemitic.

Another flaw in the language is the addition of the words “radical ideology or an extremist view of religion.” To offer but one example, if the CAQ government of Quebec, which is not generally considered radical, bans yarmulke-wearing Jews from positions of teacher, police officer, judge, etc., is that not to be considered antisemitic?

Example 2

*Making mendacious, dehumanizing, demonizing, or stereotypical allegations about Jews as such or the power of Jews as collective — such as, especially but not exclusively, the myth about a world Jewish conspiracy or of Jews controlling the media, economy, government or other societal institutions.*

Again, this at first seems unequivocal and valid regardless of context. But what if it the stereotypical claim can also be true? The reality is that in some contexts, Jews do have control of, or a large influence over, a specific sector of the economy, the media, or politics. Is Neal Gabler’s award-winning book “An Empire of Their Own: How the Jews Invented Hollywood” — a book describing how Jews helped create and mostly controlled the movie industry through to the 1950s — antisemitic? Is it antisemitic to point out that recently the biggest contributor to the Republican Party has been Sheldon Adelson — a Jew and a fervent supporter of Israel and of Prime Minister Netanyahu — and that he makes his donations only to candidates he considers “good for Israel”? Such a claim may be antisemitic, or it may not be. It depends on the context.

Example 3

*Accusing Jews as a people of being responsible for real or imagined wrongdoing committed by a single Jewish person or group, or even for acts committed by non-Jews.*

This example is well-drafted and clear and can be applied virtually context-free. Any sentence that begins with “The Jews are …” or “The Jews did …” is almost always false or misleading, and, if it refers to a negative trait or act, is antisemitic.

Example 4

*Denying the fact, scope, mechanisms (e.g. gas chambers) or intentionality of the genocide of the Jewish people at the hands of National Socialist Germany and its supporters and accomplices during World War II (the Holocaust).*
This example is clear and can be applied virtually context-free.

Example 5
Accusing the Jews as a people, or Israel as a state, of inventing or exaggerating the Holocaust.

This example is clear and can be applied virtually context-free. However, it is important that this example be taken up narrowly and literally. For instance, it should not be considered antisemitic to point out that Israel and its supporters continue to use the Holocaust to justify many of their actions and policies and to advocate for Israel in general.

Example 6
Accusing Jewish citizens of being more loyal to Israel, or to the alleged priorities of Jews worldwide, than to the interests of their own nations.

This example is completely reliant on context and intent. Would it be antisemitic to accuse convicted Israeli spy Jonathan Pollard of being more loyal to Israel than his home and native country, the U.S.? Of course not. And Pollard is not unique. There have been other documented cases around the world of Jews working for Israel against the laws and declared interests of their home countries.

But a Jew need not be an Israeli secret agent to feel more loyal to Israel than their own nation. Many Canadian Jews move to Israel and serve in its army. Some remain and become citizens, while also retaining their Canadian citizenship. It is reasonable to assume that many of these people are indeed more loyal to Israel than to Canada. Many others are considering such a move, and it is not unreasonable that they too feel more loyal to Israel than to Canada. There are Canadian Jews who, without taking out Israeli citizenship, have volunteered in the Israeli army but have not volunteered in the Canadian army. There are some Canadian Jews who believe that Israel is needed to protect them from a holocaust in Canada, and that the Canadian government and people cannot be trusted to protect them in this regard. Pointing any of this out is not in itself antisemitic. It depends on intent and context.

Example 7
Denying the Jewish people their right to self-determination, e.g., by claiming that the existence of a State of Israel is a racist endeavor.

This example is completely reliant on context and intent. First, regarding “Denying the Jewish people their right to self determination”, this can only be considered antisemitic if the person holding this view simultaneously supports the right of all other people, in all other circumstances, to self-determination. Furthermore, the right of national self-determination is never absolute. It must always be weighed against other rights.
Self-determination does not automatically require, or allow for, an independent nation state. Spain recently denied the right of Catalans to form their own state. The European Union supported that decision, as did Canada. Regardless of whether we think that is the right or wrong decision, it is not ipso-facto anti-Catalan racism. Closer to home, Canada has made clear that it would limit the absolute right of Quebecers to self-determination.

Regarding the second clause of the example above, if we allow people to say that Canada is a racist endeavour (as many Indigenous activists and allies do), how can we disallow Palestinians and their allies from making the same claim about Israel? (One can disagree with these propositions, without prohibiting people from either making such statements or accusing them of racism/antisemitism.) Again, as with the other examples, determining whether the claims that “[t]he Jewish people do not have the right to a Jewish State” or that “Israel is a racist endeavor” are antisemitic must be based on who makes them, in what context and with what intent.

**Example 8**

*Applying double standards by requiring of it a behavior not expected or demanded of any other democratic nation.*

This example is completely reliant on context and intent. First, as noted previously, many aspects of Israel and the Israel-Palestine conflict are unique, and therefore it is impossible to require similar behaviour or make similar demands from other democratic nations. Second, people have a right to focus on issues that move them, while giving less attention to — or completely ignoring — issues that move them less. No one would accuse the Dalai Lama or his allies of being anti-Chinese racists for demanding that China respect the rights of Tibetans simply because they did not also demand (and with equal fervor) that Israel respect the rights of Palestinians. Yet precisely the opposite example is often used to “prove” that Palestinian rights activists are “anti-Semitic.” In fact, many Jews, as well as many Palestinians and Arabs, do focus mostly on the Israel-Palestine conflict, but for obvious and justified reasons: they feel personally connected to it. Again, it may well be that people who focus their political activity on criticizing Israel are antisemitic, but it could also be that they simply care more about the Israel-Palestine conflict for one of a myriad of valid reasons. Intent and context are the key to making this determination.

**Example 9**

*Using the symbols and images associated with classic antisemitism (e.g., claims of Jews killing Jesus or blood libel) to characterize Israel or Israelis.*

This example is mostly clear and context-free but applying it to specific cases often involves the murky world of interpreting symbols and of guessing at an artist’s intent. And it is

---

26 It has done so both by requiring a super majority of Quebecers to support independence, and by stating that it would demand arrangements that limit Quebec’s sovereignty in order to respect aboriginal rights within Quebec.

27 For example, no other democratic nation has an ongoing 51-year military occupation where the occupied population is denied citizenship and effective self-government.
significant to note that this example only applies the use of such symbols and images which exhibit negative attitudes towards Israel or Israelis. Surely using them to characterize Diaspora Jews is equally antisemitic.

**Example 10**  
*Drawing comparisons of contemporary Israeli policy to that of the Nazis.*

This example is very much reliant on context and intent. If it is allowable to compare the situation in the U.S. to the situation in Nazi Germany — and there have been numerous such comparisons published recently, some by notable Holocaust scholars — then it must also be legitimate to make such comparisons regarding Israel. Indeed, many Israelis have made such comparisons themselves. While comparisons with Nazis are often wrong or exaggerated (and rarely wise,) they cannot, in and of themselves, be deemed antisemitic.

**Example 11**  
*Holding Jews collectively responsible for actions of the state of Israel.*

This example is clear and can be applied virtually context-free. But even here, it is important to note two things. First, and not without irony, while Diaspora Jews rightly reject being blamed for Israel’s actions, it is the Israeli government and Zionist organizations that often make the claim that virtually all Jews are Zionists and support Israel. Second, the language must be put in context. If a Palestinian villager in the West Bank says “the Jews came last night and burned down our olive trees,” he certainly does not mean all Jews. He means particular Jews (likely settlers from a nearby illegal Israeli settlement) who do, in fact, regularly claim to be acting in the name of all Jews or of “real” Jewish interests.

** ***

Finally, it must be noted that **7 out of the 11 examples above relate to criticism of Israel, while, sadly, all too common antisemitic acts — such as painting a swastika on a synagogue or shouting antisemitic insults at a Jew — are not clearly covered by these examples.** (The preamble to the examples does warn that this is not a complete list, but, ironically, this fact makes the examples useless as a mainstream definition of antisemitism that can effectively be used to identify what is and what is not an antisemitic act.)
Moreover, there is an over-emphasis on including criticism of Israel and Zionism as antisemitic acts, while more common and more threatening manifestation of “classic” antisemitism faced by Diaspora Jews today is neglected. This reveals that the primary agenda of those pushing for wider adoption of the IHRA-WDA is to equate harsh criticism of Israel and/or Zionism with antisemitism, and thus to provide the basis for its effective outlawing.

**NOTES REGARDING ANTISEMITISM AND LEGAL/CRIMINAL ISSUES**

Of the three sentences in this section of the IHRA-WDA, the first and third are descriptive of existing legal realities, and not prescriptive or helpful in identifying antisemitic incidents.

The second note reads:

*Criminal acts are antisemitic when the targets of attacks, whether they are people or property – such as buildings, schools, places of worship and cemeteries – are selected because they are, or are perceived to be, Jewish or linked to Jews.*

Unfortunately, this does not help us differentiate between targets that are or are perceived to be Jewish, and those that are or are perceived to be Israeli or Zionist. All should agree that painting swastika on a synagogue is antisemitic. But what about painting “Free Palestine” on the offices of a Zionist organization (e.g. the Jewish National Fund)? Is that antisemitic or merely vandalism? It is criminal to be sure, but is it antisemitism? And what of painting the same slogan on a JNF sign mounted on a synagogue’s lawn? The intent of the vandal and the overall context are, once again, essential.
SUMMARY

The IHRA-WDA is a poor definition of antisemitism. The hurried and careless approach taken in its adoption by the IHRA is reflected in its sloppy language. Its definition is virtually meaningless and almost all of its examples are context-dependent. Together, these factors make it a particularly poor tool for legal or administrative purposes and/or in adjudicating which statements, acts or incidents may or may not be antisemitic. The primary goal of those promoting it — and, we fear, its actual effect if it is adopted — is to ban or criminalize criticism of Israel and Zionism as well as support of Palestinian rights. As such it represents a threat to the struggle for justice and human rights in Israel-Palestine, as well as to academic freedom, freedom of expression and the right to protest.

To be clear, antisemitism is a real problem. It must be fought in all its forms. But adoption of the IHRA-WDA is not the way. The real fight against antisemitism is inseparable from the struggles against racism, xenophobia and hatred of ethnic and religious groups. The fight against antisemitism must be joined to the struggle for equality and human rights for all people in Canada, in Israel-Palestine and around the world.

We urge readers of this report to join us in opposing the adoption of the IHRA-WDA by Canadian governments, universities, police and other authorities.
APPENDIX A: FULL TEXT OF THE IHRA WORKING DEFINITION OF ANTISEMITISM

In the spirit of the Stockholm Declaration that states: “With humanity still scarred by ...antisemitism and xenophobia the international community shares a solemn responsibility to fight those evils” the committee on Antisemitism and Holocaust Denial called the IHRA Plenary in Budapest 2015 to adopt the following working definition of antisemitism.

On 26 May 2016, the Plenary in Bucharest decided to:

Adopt the following non-legally binding working definition of antisemitism:

“Antisemitism is a certain perception of Jews, which may be expressed as hatred toward Jews. Rhetorical and physical manifestations of antisemitism are directed toward Jewish or non-Jewish individuals and/or their property, toward Jewish community institutions and religious facilities.”
To guide IHRA in its work, the following examples may serve as illustrations:

Manifestations might include the targeting of the state of Israel, conceived as a Jewish collectivity. However, criticism of Israel similar to that leveled against any other country cannot be regarded as antisemitic. Antisemitism frequently charges Jews with conspiring to harm humanity, and it is often used to blame Jews for “why things go wrong.” It is expressed in speech, writing, visual forms and action, and employs sinister stereotypes and negative character traits.

Contemporary examples of antisemitism in public life, the media, schools, the workplace, and in the religious sphere could, taking into account the overall context, include, but are not limited to:

- Calling for, aiding, or justifying the killing or harming of Jews in the name of a radical ideology or an extremist view of religion.
- Making mendacious, dehumanizing, demonizing, or stereotypical allegations about Jews as such or the power of Jews as collective — such as, especially but not exclusively, the myth about a world Jewish conspiracy or of Jews controlling the media, economy, government or other societal institutions.
- Accusing Jews as a people of being responsible for real or imagined wrongdoing committed by a single Jewish person or group, or even for acts committed by non-Jews.
- Denying the fact, scope, mechanisms (e.g. gas chambers) or intentionality of the genocide of the Jewish people at the hands of National Socialist Germany and its supporters and accomplices during World War II (the Holocaust.)
- Accusing the Jews as a people, or Israel as a state, of inventing or exaggerating the Holocaust.
- Accusing Jewish citizens of being more loyal to Israel, or to the alleged priorities of Jews worldwide, than to the interests of their own nations.
- Denying the Jewish people their right to self-determination, e.g., by claiming that the existence of a State of Israel is a racist endeavor.
- Applying double standards by requiring of it a behavior not expected or demanded of any other democratic nation.
- Using the symbols and images associated with classic antisemitism (e.g., claims of Jews killing Jesus or blood libel) to characterize Israel or Israelis.
- Drawing comparisons of contemporary Israeli policy to that of the Nazis.
- Holding Jews collectively responsible for actions of the state of Israel.

**Antisemitic acts are criminal** when they are so defined by law (for example, denial of the Holocaust or distribution of antisemitic materials in some countries).

**Criminal acts are antisemitic** when the targets of attacks, whether they are people or property – such as buildings, schools, places of worship and cemeteries – are selected because they are, or are perceived to be, Jewish or linked to Jews.

**Antisemitic discrimination** is the denial to Jews of opportunities or services available to others and is illegal in many countries.
APPENDIX B: Partial List of Cases Where the IHRA-WDA Has Been Used to Suppress Speech or Activities in Support of Palestinian Rights and/or Criticism of Israel

This is a partial list of cases where the IHRA-WDA has been known to be used to suppress or threaten speech and/or activities in support of Palestinian rights and/or criticism of Israel.

**United States**

The IHRA definition has largely, though not exclusively, been used against students, professors, and on-campus activities in the US. The definition was quietly adopted by the Department of Education’s Office for Civil Rights (OCR) with no notice in 2018. This was made official by Trump’s December 2019 executive order which fully adopted the definition for use in Title VI civil rights complaints on campuses. The US State Department adopted the IHRA definition in early 2018.

1. **Attack on NGOs**

   In October 2020 the U.S. State Department, citing violations of the IHRA-WDA, moved to have 3 prominent international NGOs – Amnesty International, Oxfam, and Human Rights Watch – as antisemitic. The result of this would be to cut off all cooperation between the U.S and these NGOs as well as cutting off any funding the may receive from the U.S. government.29

2. **Berkeley: SJP-JVP vigil**

   Following the Pittsburgh Tree of Life shooting and bombings in Gaza, the Berkeley Students for Justice in Palestine and Jewish Voice for Peace chapters planned to hold a joint vigil to mourn together. The event faced backlash, including a letter to the OCR by attorney Joel Siegal which claimed that the vigil would portray Israel as a racist nation, which he noted contravened the IHRA definition of antisemitism. He also claimed it was holding Israel to a higher standard than other nations. The public mourning was subsequently cancelled by the University in the face of this

---

29 [https://www.motherjones.com/politics/2020/10/state-departments-anti-semitism-human-rights-amnesty-oxfam/?fbclid=IwAR033H9V_oVpFvgN47jBIGr3YnIYZU8-yrR6eN9Vmr-AMz0w5erMPXKvssHs](https://www.motherjones.com/politics/2020/10/state-departments-anti-semitism-human-rights-amnesty-oxfam/?fbclid=IwAR033H9V_oVpFvgN47jBIGr3YnIYZU8-yrR6eN9Vmr-AMz0w5erMPXKvssHs)
pressure.\textsuperscript{30}

3. Columbia: Jonathan Karten

The aptly named Lawfare group launched a complaint with the U.S. Department of Education on behalf of Jonathan Karten against Columbia University claiming antisemitic abuse. As the group Palestine Legal details, this complaint is an attempt to silence student activists for actions such as displaying a hand painted replica of Israel’s Apartheid wall, or for supporting BDS. As a Jewish Currents article notes, it also includes a rash of other accusations which are so vague as to be unverifiable. Lawfare’s press release specifically mentions Trump’s Executive Order adopting the IHRA as making the complaint possible. The investigation is ongoing, and if Columbia is found “guilty” it stands to lose millions of dollars of U.S. government funding. In the meantime, it and individual student activists are forced to spend thousands of dollars to defend themselves.\textsuperscript{31} \textsuperscript{32} \textsuperscript{33}

4. Columbia: Jamie Kreitman

Jamie Kreitman, who completed a Masters degree at Columbia in the 1980s, has submitted a complaint against the university relying on Trump’s inclusion of the IHRA definition in Title VI cases. She claims that her complaint is based on the current climate, and that programs within the university “disseminate anti-Semitic ideas and encourage anti-Semitic actions, per the IHRA definition and examples[...]” While the details of the complaint are unavailable, she stated that issues include programming which “equates Zionism with racism[...]” and “demonizes Zionists as establishing an apartheid state in Israel[...].” The investigation is ongoing, and if Columbia is found “guilty” it stands to lose millions of dollars of U.S. government funding. In the meantime, it and individual professors are forced to spend thousands of dollars to defend themselves.\textsuperscript{34} \textsuperscript{35}

5. University of Arizona

\textsuperscript{30} https://www.splcenter.org/fighting-hate/extremist-files/individual/david-horowitz

\textsuperscript{31} https://palestinelegal.org/news/2019/12/20/federal-complaint-filed-against-columbia-after-trump-gives-nod-to-target-political-speech-on-palestine?fbclid=IwAR0oemRG9v5ItIB8om6PPvRuPfW_w3zlMv8gooy0xiqgshQ1LmmAWpox1Q

\textsuperscript{32} https://jewishcurrents.org/waging-lawfare/


\textsuperscript{34} https://www.algemeiner.com/2019/12/23/columbia-university-faces-second-recent-complaint-alleging-antisemitic-discrimination/

On February 24th, 2020, Congressman Paul Gosar sent a letter to Secretary of Education Betsy Devos claiming that the University of Arizona was misusing its Title VI government funds. As the Middle East Forum notes, Gosar relied on the IHRA definition to threaten the university’s funding. In his letter, Gosar attacks Dr. Maha Nassar for several articles she wrote for Jewish papers in which she defended Students for Justice in Palestine and Marc Lamont Hill who had been the target of smears. Gosar further relies on the IHRA definition to make such ridiculous claims as “referring to Israel as ‘Palestine’ is itself anti-Semitic hate speech[…].” The University of Arizona has maintained that it rejects antisemitism and defends the right of its professors to free speech.  

6. New York University: Adela Cojab

Drawing on Trump’s adoption of the IHRA definition Adela Cojab has launched a lawsuit against New York University claiming that the university allowed for a climate of antisemitism to exist on its campus. As reported by Washington Square News, the complaint cited a protest which took place at an Israeli Independence Day event, as well as the very existence of BDS activities on campus which Cojab describes as by nature antisemitic. As Cojab makes clear in her op-ed, this legal attack on the right to peacefully boycott Israel would not be possible without Trump’s executive order. Again, the university is forced to spend thousands of dollars to defend itself.  

7. UCLA: Dr. Rabab Abdulhadi

After Dr. Rabab Abdulhadi participated as a guest lecturer in a class about race at UCLA, StandWithUs brought a complaint for antisemitism based on statements she reportedly made about the state of Israel. As Palestine Legal describes, Dr. Abdulhadi discussed the interrelations of Zionism, colonialism, and Islamophobia. StandWithUs maintains the comments, which did not specifically mention Jews, were antisemitic according to the IHRA definition. The Department of Education has opened the matter for investigation. Again, the university is forced to spend thousands of dollars to defend itself. 

---


38 https://nypost.com/2019/12/14/student-who-sued-nyu-for-anti-semitism-trump-has-empowered-jews-on-campus/  


40 https://www.standwithus.com/post/u-s-department-of-education-s-ocr-opens-investigation-on-alleged-ucla-
8. UCLA: SJP Conference

As reported by the Jewish Journal, following Trump’s executive order adopting the IHRA definition of antisemitism, the Zachor Legal Institute received word in January 2020 that the Department of Education has opened an investigation regarding their complaint against UCLA. The complaint was for having simply hosted the 2018 national conference of Students for Justice in Palestine. Justin Feldman, the student who leads the case, based it on the organization’s opposition to Zionism and unsubstantiated links between SJP and terrorist groups. In the original threat of legal action Zachor Legal based itself on the “State Department’s definition of antisemitism”, which is the same as the IHRA definition. 41 42

9. Berkeley: Paul Hadweh

In September of 2016, Berkeley senior undergraduate student Paul Hadweh was attacked in the media for the course he was teaching called “Palestine: A Settler Colonial Analysis.” The attacks were led by the AMCHA initiative with a letter relying on the State Department’s definition of antisemitism, which is the same as the IHRA’s, to claim that the course was antisemitic due to its “anti-Israel bias.” Following these attacks the course was cancelled by the university citing concerns it was ‘one-sided’. As Palestine Legal made clear, this was a blatant violation of academic freedom and U.S. First Amendment rights. The university later reinstated the course and offered a partial apology, although it did nothing to remedy the harms caused to Hadweh and the course participants. 43

10. University of Massachusetts Amherst (UMass)

In April of 2019 three anonymous students launched a lawsuit against University of Massachusetts Amherst (UMass) in response to their hosting of an event titled “Not Backing Down: Israel, Free Speech and the Battle for Palestinian Human Rights.” As Palestine Legal noted, the lawsuit relied on the IHRA definition. So did a letter, which preceded the lawsuit, by pro-Israel groups attempting to pressure the university to drop the event. As Rachel Weber, a lawyer representing the event's sponsors said: “Ironically, the lawsuit sought to censor an event on how activists supporting Palestinian rights are censored.” The event went ahead and the lawsuit was eventually dropped but the University and the event sponsors had to spend

43 https://palestinelegal.org/case-studies/2017/10/13/uc-berkeley-suspended-course-on-palestine
thousands of dollars on legal defense. 44 45 46

11. Pomona & Pitzer Colleges

The David Horowitz Freedom Center, a group known for its anti-Muslim hate, accused the Students for Justice in Palestine chapters at the two colleges of antisemitism. The center’s letter, sent February 2020, quotes the IHRA’s controversial examples in full to claim that SJP’s support of BDS as an example of antisemitism. It lists various other examples, such as SJP’s mock apartheid wall, alongside examples of actual antisemitism but which have no clear connection to SJP. The letter concludes with a vague call to ‘take action’ against the SJP chapters. It is unclear if the Center will follow up with its explicit threat to sue the colleges.47


In a 2018 guest lecture at the University of Michigan by former Black Panther Minister of Culture Emory Douglas, he showed hundreds of photos of his art. Included were several pro-BDS works, and one claiming that both Hitler and Benjamin Netanyahu were guilty of genocide. Alexa Smith, one of over a thousand students at the lecture, used this supposed instance of antisemitism to push for the university to adopt the IHRA definition of antisemitism, which would deem the longtime anti-racist activist an antisemite. She also used the definition to claim Douglas committed hate speech. This push has been backed by a campaign in various newspapers, the ADL, and even Israeli minister Naftali Bennett. Douglas was publicly reprimanded by the University.48 49 50 51

44 https://palestinelegal.org/case-studies/2019/5/31/umass-amherst
47 https://www.splcenter.org/fighting-hate/extremist-files/individual/david-horowitz
49 https://thejewishnews.com/2018/10/18/standing-strong-university-of-michigan-jewish-students/
United Kingdom

The United Kingdom has seen the IHRA definition passed through various channels. It has been adopted by the national government, as well as the main political parties. Most notably the Labour Party originally adopted a modified version before adopting the full list of examples in 2018. The National Union of Students also adopted the definition in 2017. Meanwhile the government has applied pressure to local councils and universities, threatening to withhold funding from those that do not adopt the definition in full.

13. Tower Hamlets: Big Ride for Palestine

In mid-2019 the London council of Tower Hamlets refused its space to Big Ride for Palestine, a group which fundraises money for children’s sports equipment in Gaza. As reported in The Guardian, council officials withheld information regarding their reasoning. It was discovered through freedom of information requests that officials had been fearful that the event could contravene the IHRA definition of antisemitism due to references on Big Ride for Palestine’s website to apartheid and ethnic cleansing. 52

14. University of Central Lancaster: Israeli Apartheid Week

In 2017, the University of Central Lancaster banned an upcoming event titled “Debunking Misconceptions on Palestine and the Importance of BDS”. The university directly referenced the government’s adoption of the IHRA definition in its decision, specifically claiming that the talk would not maintain a “balanced view” and thus was not “lawful”. 53

15. Exeter Student Union: Malaka Shwaikh

Dr. Malaka Shwaikh, who at the time was a PhD student, was elected in February 2017 to the Exeter Student Union in the UK. The university’s Union of Jewish Students used the IHRA definition to smear Shaikh, who is Palestinian, as an antisemite for comments she made about Israel. As her op-ed on the controversy makes clear, as do the rash of newspapers forced to retract and apologize for false claims they made about her, “the point of these attacks is not to determine the truth, but rather to bully those who speak up for Palestinian rights, in order to scare others away from Palestinian activism.” 54 55 56

52 https://www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2019/aug/03/uk-council-refused-to-host-palestinian-event-over-antisemitism-fears
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16. Manchester University: Marika Sherwood

After interventions by the Israeli ambassador to the UK Mark Regev and the embassy’s counsellor for civil society affairs Michael Freeman, Manchester University censored the title of a talk by Jewish Holocaust survivor Marika Sherwood. As reported by The Guardian, the event was organized by students as part of Israeli Apartheid Week under the original title “You’re Doing to the Palestinians what the Nazis Did to Me.” In an email to the university quoted in the above article, Freeman claimed the title breached the IHRA definition of antisemitism, and therefore accused the Holocaust survivor of hate speech.  

17. National Union of Students: Zeid Truscott

While a candidate for the National Union of Students’ executive committee, Zeid Truscott faced a complaint for calling Israel a racist endeavor and an apartheid state. While a smear campaign relying on the IHRA definition claimed he was an antisemite, the complaint looked specifically at comments he made during the election campaign. As he states in his account, the investigation found he had not been antisemitic. Despite this, Truscott was made to swear to uphold the IHRA definition but was nevertheless disqualified from running.

18. Labour Party: Rebecca Long-Bailey

After losing the leadership race of the Labour party to Keir Starmer, Rebecca Long-Bailey was sacked by Starmer for supposed antisemitism. Long-Bailey had retweeted a long interview of supporter and friend Maxine Peake which briefly included the claim that Israeli training of U.S. police had taught them the knee-on-neck technique which killed George Floyd. As Jewish Voice for Labour made clear, while the truth of the claim is questionable, simply because a claim is wrong does not make it antisemitic. Starmer, however, the Labour Party’s adoption of the IHRA, called it an antisemitic conspiracy theory and promptly sacked Long-Bailey before she could even meet to speak with him about it.

Germany

Germany has seen the use of IHRA take place in tandem with and alongside widespread anti-BDS legislation. In 2019 the Bundestag voted to define BDS as antisemitic with a

---
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motion which cited the IHRA definition. Similar motions have been passed in various cities around Germany.

19. Jewish Voice for a Just Peace in the Middle East

As the Jewish Post reported, in mid-2019 pressure tactics along with a series of articles in their paper led the German Bank for Social Economy to investigate and ultimately shut down the account of German-Jewish pro-BDS group Jewish Voice for a Just Peace in the Middle East. The head of Jewish Voice Iris Hefets stated that the bank had been unsure how to proceed when deciding whether the group’s (entirely Jewish) membership are antisemites, so they turned to the IHRA definition. In a statement, Hefets rejects the German institution’s authority to “decide which Jews are the real ones” and which are to be censured. 61 62

20. Khaled Barakat

In June of 2020 Palestinian writer and activist Khaled Barakat was subjected to a ban on speaking and the threat of a 1 year prison sentence by German police at a community event about Trump’s so-called ‘Deal of the Century’. As Samidoun describes, Germany next ordered him to be expelled from the country and banned him for four years in a document accusing him of antisemitism. While it does not directly reference the IHRA definition, the document clearly relies on the German government’s adoption of IHRA by falsely claiming that discussing the “racist project of Israel” is an antisemitic act. 63 64

21. Achille Mbembe

The widely respected Cameroonian post-colonial philosopher Achille Mbembe became embroiled in a conflict when he was invited as the opening speaker of the Ruhrtriennale festival. His invitation sparked accusations of antisemitism, including from Germany’s antisemitism chief Felix Klein, who called for banning Mbembe from speaking at the festival. Klein defended his attacks in an interview by claiming that he was “fulfilling my mandate as formulated in several German parliament

61 https://www.jpost.com/BDS-THREAT/Post-expos%C3%A9-leads-to-closure-of-BDS-groups-bank-account-in-Germany-593176
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resolutions, particularly when it comes to Israel-focused anti-Semitism.” He further justified accusations of antisemitism by pointing to Mbembe’s discussion of similarities between Israel and South African apartheid and his violation of the IHRA. The festival was eventually cancelled due to Coronavirus. 65

22. Munich: Anti-BDS Legislation

In December 2017 Munich’s city council outlawed BDS events from taking place in public facilities or using public funds. In 2018 BDS activist Klaus Reid attempted to challenge this in order to host a BDS event at a local museum, but a Bavarian court upheld the law. The Jewish Post, which saw the 23-page court decision, reported that the court justified its decision because the law “used modern definitions of antisemitism to establish that BDS is an antisemitic campaign, including the definition from the The [sic] International Holocaust Remembrance Alliance (IHRA).” 66

Canada

The federal government of Canada adopted the IHRA definition as a non-legally binding definition in 2019. However, attempts to have provinces and cities adopt the definition have, so far, mostly been blocked by local campaigns. There are also several, so far, unsuccessful campaigns to have universities adopt the definition.

23. Faisal Bhabha

In June of 2020 a debate on the IHRA definition was organized by the Ryerson University’s Center for Free Expression which included human rights lawyer and Professor Faisal Bhabha as one of the participants. Professor Bhabha teaches human rights law at York University / Osgoode Hall and is legal adviser and chair of the National Council of Canadian Muslims (NCCM) National Security Policy Committee. Following the debate, the pro-Israel organization B’nai Brith Canada launched a petition against Prof. Bhabha accusing him of antisemitism for violating the examples of antisemitism as laid out in the IHRA definition, and calling for him to no longer teach any human rights classes. The petition relied on statements Prof. Bhabha had made during the debate about Zionism and uses of Holocaust narratives by Israel. So far, York University has not yielded to the calls to dismiss him. Professor Bhabha, for his part, states "B’nai Brith have proven my point [about the anti free expression and anti human rights uses for which the IHRA definition will be deployed.]” 67 68 69
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24. Roman Baber

In February of 2020, during debate on second reading of Bill 168 – which would make the IHRA definition of antisemitism law in Ontario – Roman Baber, the chair of the Ontario Legislature’s Standing Committee on Justice openly said that if passed the IHRA definition would be used by the Conservative government to weed out “antisemites” from Ontario academic institutions and deny them government grants and government contracts. According to Hansard, Baber said, “And why are we defining it [antisemitism]? Because we will not accept it. If it’s happening in one of Ontario’s academic institutions or it’s pushed by a grant recipient or anyone who wants to do business with the government of Ontario, we will know how to identify it and we will not stand for it – not this government.”
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APPENDIX C: IJV Canada’s Working Definition of Antisemitism

For those seeking a worthy definition of antisemitism that might be useful in identifying and fighting antisemitism, Independent Jewish Voices Canada offers the following:

**Independent Jewish Voices Canada’s Working Definition of Antisemitism**

Antisemitism is racism, hostility, prejudice, vilification, discrimination or violence, including hate crimes, directed against Jews, as individuals, groups or as a collective – because they are Jews. Its expression includes attributing to Jews, as a group, characteristics or behaviours that are perceived as dangerous, harmful, frightening or threatening to non-Jews.

... Antisemitism is a type of racism, bigotry and xenophobia and as such is closely related to, and often driven by similar motivations and forces as other forms of bigotry.

In the 20th and 21st centuries, antisemitism has most often been associated with white supremacy and theories of Aryan or White European racial superiority. Antisemites sometimes see Jews as undermining the “white” or the “white Christian” race, either on their own or by “masterminding” an “invasion” of racialized people. Antisemites often characterize Jews as secretly conspiring to control the world through their alleged control of money and/or the media. These, of course, are only a few ways antisemitic stereotypes have manifested themselves in the past century.

It is essential to recognize that antisemitism is not an exceptional form of bigotry. People who hate, discriminate and/or attack Jews, will also hate, discriminate and/or attack other protected groups – including racialized people, Muslims, LGBTQ2+, women, and Indigenous peoples.

In addition, privileging the efforts to combat discrimination against one of these groups, risks further marginalizing the other targeted groups, and undermines solidarity and cooperation among them in fighting their common enemies. Fighting and educating against antisemitism must therefore be part of a larger struggle against all group hatred and discrimination.

Finally, it should be noted that the State of Israel is a political entity like any other state. Its policies, actions and history can be judged and criticized, even harshly. Such criticism is not, by itself, antisemitic.